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what is Space to Work?+

Space to Work is the new name for Goodman’s activity based working model.  
It is an evolving and flexible work model tailored to suit the operations of Goodman’s 
businesses and its staff. 

The concept of activity based work is becoming increasingly popular as 
organisations are adopting flexible workplaces and practices. This includes creating 
virtual offices through implementing the latest technology such as laptops, instant 
messaging and wireless connectivity enabling their staff to work almost anywhere.

Some benefits of this style of working include: 

+  increased staff collaboration, productivity and efficiency

+  flexibility in where and how an employee chooses to work

+  reduction in power, paper usage, real estate costs

+  improved work environment and job satisfaction

+  freedom and choice for staff

+  breaking down silos

+  modern work environment and practices

+  employer of choice

+
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what is activity based work?+

Activity based working (ABW) is a new concept describing the 
way we work today which is based on technology and physical 
environment we use as opposed to the place we work. Goodman 
researched this concept of activity based work styles in 2010 prior 
to moving its Sydney office to determine whether it would suit the 
needs of our business and our working environment. 

After consulting with activity based work experts and change 
management consultants from Veldhoen and Company together 
with architects Bates Smart we developed and implemented a new 
way of working which we call Space to Work. 

Typically an organisation participates in a pilot study anywhere 
from six months to a few years depending on the size of the 
organisation while developing their working style. Given our very 
tight timeframe to move our office premises we omitted this stage 
and simultaneously developed and implemented the model with  
a very committed project team in a nine month period.
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Goodman’s objectives+

+  To relocate 180 staff in the Sydney Office to new 
premises incorporating a contemporary office fitout and 
providing an efficient and flexible space to support our 
future growth

+  To successfully implement the office design and required 
change management in approximately eight months

+  To explore available efficiencies and working 
methodologies such as ABW, to increase staff 
collaboration, productivity and morale

+  To implement the latest technology including laptops with 
wireless functionality to facilitate staff mobility, enhanced 
communication and efficiency

+  Install new AV equipment to enable cross office 
communication globally and provide a refresh on general 
staff IT equipment and phone system

+  To enhance our sustainable use of resources including a 
focus to reduce our reliance on paper through improved 
electronic storage of files and documents
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Goodman’s strategy+

+  Research including staff survey, occupancy studies, pilot 
studies and benchmarking to market

+  Multi functional approach whereby work stream leaders 
were chosen according to their area of expertise to assist 
with management of the project

+  Governance structure created comprising 12 member 
Project Team including five in the Steering Committee 
to enable prompt decision making to ensure the project 
timetable was maintained

+  Set out a timetable identifying seven work streams,  
work stream leaders and their deliverables

+  Creation of weekly project team meetings to ensure 
progress and prompt resolution of any issues

+  Day to day decisions made by work stream leaders, 
while critical decisions made by Steering Committee

+
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important factors for consideration+

+  Desired outcomes you want to achieve

+  Suitability and desire for senior management and staff to 
adopt ABW in new environment

+  Communications, change management and staff training

+  Culture of Goodman in other global offices

+  Style of management

+  Engagement of staff

+  Ownership of the project

+  Time and resources required for the project
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governance structure+

Project sponsor – CEO

Steering committee/ leadership team
General Manager Commercial

Deputy Group CEO
General Manager Australia

Group General Manager, Human Resources
Group GM Marketing and Communications

Project officer 
Group Operations Officer

Work streams

Information 
Technology

Project Manager

Support
Head of 

Infrastructure
Suppliers as 

selected

Architectural 
design & 
detailing 

Group Operations 
Officer

Support
Bates Smart

Project Manager

Communications 
& marketing

Group GM 
Marketing & 

Communications

Support
Nigel & 

Olivia Swinn

Construction 
& build project 
management

Project Manager
General Manager 

Commercial

Support
ISIS

Bates Smart

Activity based 
working (ABW) 

& change 
management 

People & logistics
Group General 

Manager, Human 
Resources

General Manager, 
Human Resources

Support
Veldhoen

Paper reduction 
& storage

Human Resources 
Manager

Group Head 
of Knowledge 
Management

Satellite 
offices

General Manager, 
Commercial
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change management timeline+

April 11

Behavioural interventions
– Corporate+

May 11 June 11 July 11 August 11 Sept 11 Oct 11

Communication+ Website Newsletters Readiness check Post-move survey

Practical comms to support the behavioural initiatives

Virtual+ Knowledge Management Systems Tender

Laptop (incl. softphone)

Knowledge Management
systems rollout Sydney

Physical+ Furniture choice

1-on-1 
interviews 
leadership

“This will get you 
ready” Workshop 

Leaders and People

“Leading a team 
you can’t see” 

(all leaders)

Town Hall 
kick off

Change 
Champions 1

Focus 
Group

Behavioural interventions
– Australia+

1-on-1 
interviews 
leadership

“This will get you 
ready” Workshop 

Leaders and People

“Leading a team 
you can’t see” 

(all leaders)

Town Hall 
kick off

Change 
Champions 1

Focus 
Group

Paper Independence 1 Paper Independence 2

GO
LIVE!

Group or individual coaching 
interventions before, during & after

C
ha

ng
e 

st
ra

te
gy

 &
 in

te
rv

en
tio

ns

Change 
Champions 2

Group or individual coaching 
interventions before, during & after

Change 
Champions 2

Follow-me printing
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key success factors+

+  Goodman Sydney Office changing from an existing open 
office environment with a culture that’s dynamic and vibrant

+  A collaborative and committed project team

+  Set clear and definite outcomes to staff and take every 
opportunity to involve staff and share problems when 
seeking solutions

+  Set clear operational targets for the new space

+  Engage staff at the right time and keep communicating, 
both formally and informally

+  Appreciate people may fear change but keep the message 
consistent

+  Ensure the new environment etiquette is established 
thoroughly, and ensure this is communicated to employees 
to allow them to self manage adherence to the new policies

+  It is a journey, not a destination – the “space” needs focus 
and attention to ensure that it continues to deliver benefits

+  Identify and clearly define project goal and processes 
including decision making and outcomes prior to 
commencement

+  Undertake thorough research prior to and during  
the project

+  Develop key decisions register and setout decision timing 
right from the project start

+  Ensure open communication, engage with staff from the 
outset and take them on the journey

+  Ensure work stream leaders are identified early in the move 
process to ensure ownership of streams

+  Involve relevant staff early in detail and functional design  
to areas specific to them

+  Allocate time to oversee the finer details and build 
processes

+  Overview the manufacturing process of key items

+  Invest to the extent that you can in technology

+  Factor in contingencies and consider potential risks
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work streams
+
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Space to Work+ information technology

Objective

+  Total IT refresh: to develop a detailed 
office technology design and strategy 
that meets business requirements for 
the new Sydney office and will serve 
as a template for Goodman offices 
globally

+  To enable any office to adapt 
technologies in line with the standards 
to achieve optimal IT integration and 
collaboration

+  Rollout of Microsoft Lync, Follow Me 
Printing and new laptops to staff prior 
to the office relocation

Process

14 technology project streams identified:

+  WAN Technology (Riverbed, connectivity) – Bronze to Platinum

+  Workstations – physical – desks, cable management, arms, connections

+  Workstations – technical – The PC and peripherals

+  Telephony – PBX, voicemail, phones

+  Collaboration – IM and Presence

+  Meeting room technology – AV, booking, communication, control, presentation

+  Structured cabling

+  Network (LAN) including wireless

+  Comms Rooms – active network components, racking, cooling, power

+  IT Build room – bench, storage, security, power, data

+  Printing – Follow Me Print

+  Security Systems – access control, video, recording

+  Green IT – NABERS rating target of 4.5 stars, energy saving functionality

+  Training of all staff in Microsoft Lync and Follow Me Printing 
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Outcome

+  Enabled users to work anywhere 
anytime removing the technology 
boundaries

– Rollout of 15 inch laptops with 
wireless functionality to 180 staff 
over a 10 week period

+  Optimal communication tools  
allowing video and voice 
communication with multiple  
people when in or out of  
the office 

– Microsoft Lync soft phone and 
instant messaging

– Polycom conference phones

+  Enabled standardised solutions with the ability of deployment across the Goodman 
environment 

– 23 inch Dell screens mounted on a height-adjustable arm

– Citrix terminals

– Mac Pro desktop PCs for designers

– LCD screens

– Interactive Whiteboards

– Wireless presenters

– Crestron Room Booking Panel and Controller

– Follow Me Printing

+ Preparation of and vision for future technologies and concepts like BYO and tablets

+ Relatively smooth rollout of all IT tools with minimum disruption to staff

Space to Work+ information technology (cont.)
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Tools

1 LCD screen

2 Interactive whiteboard

3 wireless presenter

4 headsets

5 projector

6 interactive LCD

7 video conferencing

8 video phone

9 room booking panel

10 conference phone

11 room booking panel & controller
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Objective

+  To deliver the interior fitout and 
building works on time and on budget 
whilst minimising risks

+  To ensure the design of the building 
was representative of who we are 
as a company. Needed to create 
a modern industrial image without 
being elaborate

+  To ensure project key dates below  
are met: 

–  Level 17 Access & Demolition  
1 June 2011 

–  Level 18 Access & Demolition  
1 July 2011  

–  Fitout Works Completion  
30 August 2011 

–  Office Relocation  
3–4 September 2011 

–  Level 17 and 18 operating  
5 September 2011

Process

Day to day project management role and responsibilities for the 15 trade 
packages and construction works including:

+  Workstation furniture
+  FF&E
+  Demolition
+  Structural steel
+  Floor finishes
+  Fire services
+  White goods
+  Electrical
+  Mechanical
+  Plasterboard and ceilings
+  Joinery
+  Wall finishes
+  Signage 
+  Painting
+  Cleaning
+  Stair pilot holes

+  Level 17 demo
+  Level 18 – Goodman 

Holdings move and  
Level 18 demo

+  Level 16 access  
– slab penetration

+  Level 17 and 18 void 
demolition

 

Space to Work+ construction and build project management
Mid-range Sydney CBD fitout – 1 person: 13 sqm
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Outcome

+  Successful delivery of Goodman 
Sydney Office Relocation Project  
on time and on budget 

+  Successful move in date of 5 
September 2011 achieved with 
Goodman activity based working 
model Space to Work developed

+  A modern space that was functionally 
efficient and representative of the 
Goodman brand

+
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Objective

+  To create a functional and efficient 
floor plan and interior fitout including 
custom built and purposefully chosen 
furniture and workstations

+  To address the intended purpose and 
function of the new work settings as 
well as provide acoustic and aesthetic 
requirements

+  To ensure the work space reflects the 
Goodman brand and image

+  To ensure entire furniture package 
meets the budget

Process

+  Liaised with Bates Smart architects to ensure completion of detailed design  
– walls, joinery, ceilings, lighting, stairs, lift lobby areas

+  Presented detailed design with recommendation for project team and Steering 
Committee approval

+  Visited workstation/task chair suppliers and evaluated options

+  Presented workstations and task chair options with recommendation for Steering 
Committee Approval

+  Reviewed specialist lighting options and presented options for Steering 
Committee approval

+  Identified furniture options for reception/lobby, work areas, soft furnishings, 
kitchen/cafe and presented to Steering Committee for approval

+  Displayed furniture options for all staff to view and provide feedback on as they 
chose and specified materials, finishes and colour for all soft furnishings and 
some joinery

+  Presented flooring options – concrete tile for reception as opposed to concrete 
topping

Space to Work+ architectural design, detailing and furniture
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Outcome

+  A vibrant, dynamic and flexible office environment providing 
purpose designed activity based working spaces

+  A look and feel that was inspiring, functional, visually 
attractive and representative of the brand

+  Freedom and choice for staff as to the workspace they 
occupy each day 

+  Flexibility in terms of furniture choice and duration  
of occupancy

+  More collaboration with colleagues in café and  
breakout areas

+  Pride in the new office space

+  Importance of sustainability initiatives as valued by staff

+  Potential for Goodman to be employer of choice
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Space to Work+ change management

Objective

+  To explore the concept of 
activity based working (ABW) 
and determine whether it would 
suit Goodman’s already highly 
collaborative business and people

+  To ensure the three interconnecting 
components of the physical, 
virtual and behavioural aspects of 
activity based work come together 
seamlessly within Goodman’s 
culture

+  To ensure a successful move 
logistically

Process

+  Aug 2010 Goodman visited Accenture offices in Pyrmont and Macquarie Bank’s 
Building in Shelley Street, learnt about ABW

+  Dec 2010 Goodman engaged Bates Smart architects with an in-house  
ABW consultant

+  Mar 2011 Goodman engaged professional services of ABW experts and change 
management consultants Veldhoen and Company to refine ABW vision, define 
strategy and assist with change management required for 1. Group, and 2. 
Australia within an especially tight timeframe 

+  Veldhoen assisted Goodman through the change process from  
May–Aug 2011 including:

– Observational and occupancy study and analysis, staff survey analysis
– workplace settings and furniture types including ergonomics
– staff change management approach
– IT change management, extensive training involving change champions
– New workplace policies and procedures in ABW environment
– One on One Leadership sessions, all staff Town Hall sessions
– Supporting a Team workshop
– Communications and training programme
– Goodman readiness checklist
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Objective

Extract from Staff Survey as at Nov 2011:

+  46% agree that the current work place is inspiring, 33% 
strongly agree 

+  55% agree that working with less paper is becoming 
easier, 26% strongly agree 

+  50% strongly agree that they prefer our Space to Work 
model to the old way of working and 33% agree

+  53% agree that they feel a sense of pride in the new 
workplace, 40% strongly agree 

+  36% strongly agree that work is more enjoyable as a 
result of the workplace change, 43% agree 

+  41% strongly agree that they would recommend our 
model to other Goodman locations, 48% agree 

+  Similarly, 36% strongly agree to promote our model to 
customers while 42% agree 

+  33% strongly agree and 44% agree that our workplace will 
assist Goodman in becoming an employer of choice 

+  23% responded that IT/Technology is greatly improved 
and 45% responded improved 

+  37% responded that meeting spaces are greatly 
improved and 52% responded improved 

+  74% responded the change process of relocating staff 
to new environment was “very well managed” and  
23% responded it was “reasonably managed”

+  80% responded that sustainable initiatives are an 
important factor in terms of what they value in the  
new office environment
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Space to Work+ sustainability

Objective

+  To achieve a target NABERS energy 
tenancy rating of 4.5 stars

+  To reduce our energy consumption

+  To increase our use of natural light 
and daylight harvesting 

+  To minimise paper consumption

+  To implement a waste and recycling 
system

Process

+  Some of the sustainability features incorporated in the new office space include:

– CBUS lighting system to control the overall lighting system

– Fitted daylight harvesting sensors meaning when natural daylight levels allow 
use of the lighting system will be automatically kept to a minimum

– Motion detectors across the general floor plate and all meeting rooms where 
lights will automatically turn off when the space is not in use

– Efficient T5 lighting

– Mixture of compact fluorescent and LED lighting for the majority of feature 
lighting

– Procurement of LCD’s screens as compared to plasmas

– Follow Me printing to minimize paper consumption

– Waste and recycling system implemented

– Low Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) paints used to improve internal  
air quality

– Use of Interface carpets who have incorporated world leading recycling and 
waste reduction strategies
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Outcome

+  An improved healthier office 
environment including indoor  
air quality 

+  Staff proud to be working in the new 
office environment

+  Comparing Oct-Jun 2011 and  
Oct-Jun 2012 we have achieved 50% 
reduction in our use of A4 paper 
purchased

+  Electricity consumption between  
Sep – April 2011 and Sep – April 2012 
was  down 53%
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Objective

+  To deliver a communications programme 
that was on brand, engaging and took 
staff on the journey towards “Space  
to Work”

+  To ensure all staff feel motivated, 
orientated and engaged with the  
office move

+  To connect the new way of working to  
our values

+  To demonstrate the benefits of “ Space to 
Work” to staff and address any issues and 
concerns that they had up front

+  Create tools and processes to enable staff 
to be taken on the journey and understand 
the why, what and how of the new space

Space to Work+ communications and marketing

+
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Process

+  Engaged a creative agency to help us develop a unique Goodman ABW concept 
(logo) and language called “Space to Work” to re enforce that the new work 
environment is tailor made to our unique working needs

+  Built a Space to Work microsite that hosts all of the information relevant to the 
move, updates, FAQ’s, training, technology, timing of key events and meetings,  
an outlet to ask questions and display progress photos

+  Host all staff town hall sessions that explain to staff what we were doing, what it’s 
all about and how it will happen

+  Developed branded “ We are Moving” email templates for regular email 
communication to staff

+  Produced posters for IT to communicate the new technology and its benefits

+  Produced a user manual “passport” which was handed out to all staff on the day 
of the move and included a plan of the office and office etiquette

+  Developed a communications strategy to determine what message to deliver and 
when to support the change management

+  Supplied starter kits to all staff including newly branded backpacks, passport to the 
new office and satchels for carrying stationery and other items
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Outcome

Space to Work+ communications and marketing (cont.)
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Space to focus are quiet areas where you can  
go to think, write a customer proposal, work on  
a fund report or complete confidential work. 

Shhhhhh Libraries. 
Working here isn’t that 
different from any library.  
It’s quiet and peaceful -  
a place to be when you 
want uninterrupted and 
focused time to yourself. 
Each library will feature  
23 inch monitors and 
docking stations. 
 

The Cocoons.
Cocoon yourself in this 
space when you need to 
work on your own and in
relative quiet. Cocoons  
are partitioned on 3 sides  
of the desk and feature  
23 inch monitors and 
docking stations. You’ll find 
them in quiet areas in the  
corners of the floor, 
with blue power poles.

Focus Rooms. 
When you really need to 
get down to some serious 
thinking - the focus rooms 
are the ultimate in quiet 
space. These are small 
rooms, some furnished  
with work benches,  
you’ll find them around  
the centre core of the floor. 

Focus Work Benches.
For when you want to  
work on your own but still  
be able to share your 
thoughts with a colleague. 
The benches seat 6 and 
have a privacy partition 
down the centre and feature 
23 inch monitors and 
docking stations. Find them 
by their orange power poles.

These are mostly individual work settings where 
you can interact with your team. They’re great 
spaces to process data, to send and read emails, 
manage your calender and use the phone.  
They’re located in busier parts of the floor.

Interactive Work Bench.
This is a work space that  
will suit you if you’re working 
alone but want to interact 
with others. They are found  
in the centre of floors and 
seat 6 with 23 inch monitors 
and docking stations.  
Find them by their mustard 
colour power poles.

The Singles Lounge.
This is a great area if you’re 
working alone and want  
to semi focus as you’ll have 
access to the central parts  
of the floor so you’re not 
closed off from what’s  
going on. You’ll need to  
bring your laptop as monitors 
and docking stations are  
not provided but power  
is available.

The View.
Wow - what a view! On level 
18 there is a work station 
that runs the entire length of 
the window, allowing you to 
work whilst you look out at 
the world. It’s really close to 
the cafe too which could be 
handy close to lunchtime. 

The Round and The Curve.
These work spaces are 
completely interactive  
which means they’re ok  
for you to work in, on your 
own but also useful if you 
need to work in a small team.  
They have 23 inch monitors 
and docking stations. Look 
for their unique shape to find 
them on the floor. You will 
find them by the burgundy 
and green power poles.

For when you need a team around you to share  
the work, share the thinking and share the solutions 
- you’ll need spaces that enhance your process. 
There are a number of collaboration spaces 
designed to meet this need.

The Team Bench.
These are designed for 
teams that work closely 
together on projects 
and where high levels of 
interaction is the order of 
the day. Regular discussion, 
chat and phone calls suit 
this environment, These 
are workbenches without 
monitors or partitioning 
with 10 to 12 seats and 
you’ll find them in several 
locations across the floors.

The High Chair.
There is a high bench located 
on level 17 and near the 
cafe on level 18. It’s an 
excellent location for a team 
meeting or to co-ordinate 
work. The one on level 18 
near the cafe has no 
keyboards or monitors  
but it’s the perfect spot to 
bring your laptop or have 
 a meeting over lunch.

Say 
hello to 

the new 
office.

How  
you get  

the space  
to work.

The space to work 
system is new  
to Goodman.  

It’s a new way of 
working on our own 

and in teams.  
A way for us to work 

smarter with more 
choice and flexibility.  

It’s a new type of 
office that even has  

a new vocabulary. 
This is a passport so 
you can talk the talk 

and walk the walk.

The space to focus.The space to interact.The space to collaborate. How a 
team gets 
the space 

to work.

When you’re on the run and need a quick catch up 
or a brief chat, you don’t need to book a meeting 
room to do this. A number of spots across the 
floors have been designed to suit this purpose.

Chat Rooms.
Around the centre of the 
floor are a number of small 
rooms designed either for a 
quick chat with a colleague 
or team member, or to make 
a phone call. These rooms 
are not bookable and you 
can’t make yourself comfy 
in them and stay all day!  
The idea is to get in, 
make your call or have 
your discussion and then 
vamoose.

Reflection Lounge  
and ear chairs.
In the cafe on level 18 and 
on the floor on level 17, 
there are some funky chairs 
designed for you to chat 
informally. The ear chairs 
block out noise and provide 
a great alternative to a 
regular meeting room.  
The reflection lounge suits  
a small team discussion as 
well as one on one chats. 

The China Club.
This is a club room with 
casual seating and will 
perfectly suit all informal 
team meetings. No need  
to book, it’s available  
for everyone to use when  
it’s free.

Working in a global business means that we need  
to stay ahead, we need to think harder, smarter  
and faster, so having the space to create is critical.  
When you need to work with your team to bring 
together data, share ideas or information or just think 
through a problem and solve it in surprising ways, 
the following spaces should enhance your process.

The Collaborators.
These spaces have a  
half ellipse table for 5  
to 6 people and an LCD 
screen mounted on a 
partition wall. It’s a great  
set up for reviewing plans, 
working on presentations  
or reviewing asset plans 
with your team as you  
can wirelessly project  
data from your laptop 
directly onto the screen. 
There are open collaborators 
and semi closed 
collaborators available.

The Corner Lounge.
Another informal space 
to help you really think 
outside the box. You’ll find 
these in several locations 
across the floors and they 
provide comfortable work 
space that allows you to 
sit with team members and 
share work. Adjustable 
tables mean that you can 
share laptop content easily 
without the formality of 
booking meeting rooms.

The space to chat. The space to create. The space to inform.Get 
into the 
space. Across all of our exciting new ways of working, 

there will still be times when we need to have a 
formal meeting and there are a variety of rooms 
designed for these. Because there are only a 
number of these available - the usual formal 
system still applies. 

Booking.
Book a meeting room using 
Outlook, you’ll then be  
sent a request to confirm 
your booking. If you don’t 
confirm or are more than  
15 minutes late, your 
booking will be cancelled.
Display panels at the doors 
will tell you whether it’s in 
use and when it’s booked. 
You can book the room 
using this panel as long as 
it’s available.
Longer meeting? 
If your meeting needs to run 
on, check the display panel 
to see when the room is 
next booked. If it’s available 
you can extend the time by 
using the panel. If the room 
is booked, you’ll have to find 
another space.
Still occupied? 
Knock and remind the team 
that the room has been 
booked. The only exception 
is the Boardroom. 

Showrooms. 
A number of meeting rooms 
are ‘showrooms’ which  
allow you to share a 
presentation or document 
as well as teleconferencing 
which is also available in 
some rooms.
Visitors. 
Guests will be welcomed 
on level 17 and you’ll need 
to collect them from there. 
There are great coffee 
facilities located there  
for you and your guests  
but please keep it nice  
and tidy. Guests can  
access the Internet from 
this area too. Reception 
can arrange catering for 
meetings and costs will 
be charged back to your 
business unit. Again,  
clean up after yourselves 
and move any furniture  
back into place.

Open this 
guide to find 

your map.
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+ An Anh Pham    Finance Manager    Group Finance
    e: AnAnh.Pham@goodman.com               t: +02 9230 7156+ Ashleigh Partridge    Personal Assistant| Tony D’Addona - GM     Property Services

    e: Ashleigh. Partridge@goodman.com      t: +02 9230 7310+ Natalie Widera     Building Services Administration Supervisor    Building Services    e: Natalie.Widera@goodman.com             t: +02 9230 7404+ Fiona Moore    Receptionist
    People and Services    e: Fiona.Moore @goodman.com              t: +02 9230 7201

+ James Law
    Group Taxation Executive    Group Finance
    e: James.Law@goodman.com                   t: +02 9230 7324+ Jesse Curtis    Property Manager    Property Services    e: Jesse.Curtis@goodman.com                  t: +02 9230 7460

+ Jo Cameron    GM Human Resource Australia & NZ         People and Services    e: Jo.Cameron@goodman.com                 t: +02 9230 7116
+ Lesley McLaren    Paralegal
    Legal
    e: Lesley.McLaren@goodman.com           t: +02 9230 7381
+ Michael Ossitt    Design Manager    Developments

    e: Michael.Ossitt@goodman.com             t: +02 9230 7466+ Thao Do
    Senior Property Accountant    Finance
    e: Thao.Do@goodman.com                        t: +02 9230 7149+ Tony Sothman    Senior Risk Manager    Group Risk

    e: Tony.Sothman@goodman.com              t: +02 9230 7490 + Jessica Bubear    Property Administrator    Property Services    e: Jessica.Bubear@goodman.com             t: +02 9230 7151

+ Gillian Underwood    Property Administrator    Property Services    e: Gillian.Underwood@goodman.com  t: +02 9230 7460
+ Gemma Jordan    Personal Assistant to Ben McGilp &      Team Assistant - Developments    e: Gemma.Jordan@goodman.com         t: +02 9230 7130+ Michelle Warby    Lease Administration    Finance

    e: Michelle.Warby@goodman.com         t: +02 9230 7219 + Thea Maclean     Property Marketing Manager     Marketing
    e: Thea.Maclean@goodman.com            t: +02 9230 7444

+ Vesna Kljajic    Group Operations Officer    Corporate Services    e: Vesna.Kljajic@goodman.com              t: +02 9230 7497+ Rebecca Davidson    Executive Assistant    Group Corporate    e: Rebecca.Davidson@goodman.com     t: +02 9230 7208

+ Maria Go
    Treasury Accountant    Group Finance
    e: Maria.Go@goodman.com                     t: +02 9230 7135

+ Sally Rollinson    Compliance Manager    Risk/Insurance
    e: Sally.Rollinson@goodman.com            t: +02 9230 7223

+ Tamara Bayley    PA to Nick Vrondas and Group Finance    Group Finance
    e: Tamara.Bayley@goodman.com            t: +02 9230 7250

+ Katie Bottom    Personal Assistant to Marketing    Marketing
    e: Katie.Bottom@goodman.com               t: +02 9230 7344

+ Melissa Clark    Project Coordinator    Information Technology    e: Melissa.Clark@goodman.com              t: +02 9230 7339

+ Technology Champions for the office move
Contact Details

+ Jessika Larcombe    Investor Relations Officer    Wholesale Fund    e: Jessika.Larcombe@goodman.com      t: +02 9230 7473
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30 Space to Work

Objective

+  To move towards an environment of reduced paper 
usage and storage

+  To consider the impending Knowledge Management 
project and how our changes can supplement its 
objectives.

These are:

+  Allow for greater collaboration in sharing information 
and documents

+  Speed to customer

+  Consistency of approach

+  Redefine whole information lifecycle within Goodman

Space to Work+ paper independence storage  
and knowledge management
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Process

The 12 steps were:

+  Paper storage audit by business unit undertaken by Profile 
Systems consultants to identify pre-move storage levels

+  New workplace design considered ensuring adequate new 
storage goal provided

+  Paper independence champions identified, one champion  
per team

+  Paper storage audit undertaken again by consultant to 
identify gap between current vs. allocated storage

+  Work with paper champions to identify gap and provide 
tools to assist in reducing storage including culling, 
scanning and or archiving

+  Paper independence workshop #1 facilitated to assist 
champions with ways to stay on track and share ideas re 
team’s reduced storage. Also for work stream leader to 
show current storage vs. goal to reduce lineal metres

+  Pre move check

+  Clean up day 1: 2 hours set aside where everyone gets 
together and ensures rubbish and other items are culled,  
as well as scanned and archived

+  Paper independence workshop 2 similar to workshop 
1, with progress checks and shared ideas for further 
reduction 

+  Clean up day 2: a second clean up day. Large paper 
bins left in key areas to encourage ongoing paper culling 
including filing materials and folders.

+  Pre-move check: Work stream leader facilitates pre-move 
check to ensure each team is on track to move 

+  Move into new workspace
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Outcome

+  79% reduction in use 
of A4 paper purchased 
(comparing Sep/Oct 2010 
and Sep/Oct 2011) 

+  Staff finding it easier to work 
with less paper

+  A cleaner and greener office 
environment

+  Increase in staff sharing 
information electronically

+ After paper reduction

+ Before paper reduction

Space to Work+ paper independence storage  
and knowledge management (cont.)
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Space to Work+ satellite offices

Objective

+  Establish a budget and business case to determine if 
feasible one or two Satellite offices at:

–  Homebush

–  South Sydney

+  To encourage staff to be closer to customers and work 
remotely if required

+  To allow for future growth of Goodman in the Sydney office

Process

+  Located existing space within Goodman Portfolio  
to cater for 12 staff in each region

+  Designed the space and priced for Steering Committee 
Approval

+  Re-used existing furniture and IT where possible

+  Engaged builders

Outcome

+  Ability to work closer to our customers

+  Reduction in travel time from CBD to customer locations

+  Density within CBD office reduced to allow for future 
growth of Goodman
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case studies+

Goodman visited a number of organisations throughout the 
project that had already implemented or were piloting the 
activity based work concept. 

These included: 

+  Accenture (Pyrmont, 2009)

+  Macquarie Bank (Sydney, 2009)

+  Microsoft (North Ryde)

+  PWC

+  Commonwealth Bank (2011) 

+  GPT Group (2011).

The common theme during each of these visits was a 
modern open flexible workplace, wireless connectivity and 
the latest technology in the way that people work both in 
the office or remotely. Sustainability and green initiatives 
were also a major initiative for all organisations.

+
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before the relocation+

+ Kitchen spaces and staircase at Levels 9 & 10, 60 Castlereagh Street Sydney
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+ Workstations in office environment at Levels 9 and 10, 60 Castlereagh Street Sydney
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after the relocation+

+ Reception at Level 17, 60 Castlereagh Street, Sydney
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+ Open workspaces, café, and meeting rooms
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after the relocation+

+ Work space at end of day
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1. Goodman Office Fitout Visionary Workshop 8 Dec 2010 
2. Goodman Workspace Survey 21 Dec 2010 
3. The Office Relocation Project Timetable
4. Profile Systems Filing and Storage Questionnaire
5. Goodman Office Fitout Workplace Brief 7 Feb 2011 
6. Goodman Office Fitout Brief Review 28 Feb 2011 
7. Exploring the future style of working for Goodman Proposal Stage 1 17 Mar 2011 
8. Exploring the future style of working for Goodman Proposal Stage 1 & 2 28 Mar 2011 
9. Brief for ABW fit out for Goodman, Australia Business 4 May 2011 
10. Goodman ABW Physical Brief Sketch Plan Mark-up Veldhoen 11 May 2011 
11. Goodman ABW Phase 3 Presentation Veldhoen 13 May 2011 
12. Goodman Meetings Stage 3 Timeline of Engagement 13 May 2011 
13. Goodman Proposal Phase 2 19 May 2011 
14. Office Fitout Furniture Ideas
15. Goodman Furniture Schedule Client Items Rev C 23 May 2011 
16. Desk layouts for Levels 17 and 18 12 August 2011
17. Construction Programme 9 June 2011
18. Space to Work – This will get you ready workshop 13 July 2011
19. Town Hall Presentation 2 20 July 2011 
20. Paper Independence Workshop 2 25 July 2011
21. Etiquette on Space to Work July 2011
22. Leading a Team You Cannot See Workshop 3 Aug 2011
23. Post Relocation Staff Survey Results Nov 2011 
24. Goodman Space to Work Office Technology Design and Strategy document 1 Nov 2011

appendices+
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David Wilson 
General Manager Commercial 
david.wilson@goodman.com

T +61 2 9230 7224 
M +61 400 015 536

Goodman 
Level 17 
60 Castlereagh Street 
Sydney NSW 2000

T 02 9230 7400 
F 02 9230 7444

www.goodman.com

This document has been prepared by Goodman (Goodman Limited (ABN 69 000 123 071) and Goodman Funds Management Limited (ABN 48 067 796 641) (AFSL 223621) as the Responsible Entity for Goodman 

Industrial Trust (ARSN 091 213 839)). The information in this document is general information only and is not intended as investment or financial advice and must not be relied upon as such. Whilst every care has 

been taken in relation to its accuracy, no warranty of accuracy is given or implied. Images contained in this document have been used to enable the customer to visualise the development concepts only, and are 

not intended to definitively represent the final product. All values are expressed in Australian currency unless otherwise stated. February 2012

contact+
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